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Dealings in Jewels
C. H. Becker suggests that in eleventh-century Egypt
trade in goods held out greater chances of profit than money-
lending and the like.1 It is therefore only natural that purely
financial business recedes into the background and trade
advances into the forefront of the activities of the establish-
ment of Baiiu Sahl. The primary requirements of the upper
classes at that time vere jewels and other valuables. The
fascination which beautiful gems had for the Fatimid rulers
can hardly be described.2 In effect the sources leave no doubt
as to jewels having been one of the main articles in Abu
Sa'd's dealings.
The Persian traveller Nasir-i-Khosrau 3 simply calls him
a "Jewish jeweller" {^^^=>- . . . a*> &**&_&*s')l so
clearly did he think the trade in jewels the centre of gravity
of Abu Saed"s business.4
Through this trade in jewels Abu Sa'd came into contact
with the Caliph's Court, and secured himself the position of
purveyor to the Court, or Court-Jeweller. For that we have
the statement of Kasir-i-Khosrau. ce There was a Jewish
jeweller in Cairo,1* says he, speaking of Abu Sa£d, 'f who was
a frequent visitor to the sovereign. He was exceedingly rich,
and the Caliph placed the greatest trust in him in the purchase
of rare gems for himself." s
While the sovereign referred to by Nasir-i-Khosrau can
only have been al-Mustansir, in whose reign his journey to
Egypt took place, we know from Maqrizi that Abu Saed
had already acted in the same capacity for the Caliph az-Zahir :
1 Islamstudien, 1924, i, pp. 213 ff.
*	One   need  read   only  Maqrlzi,  i,   pp.   408-433,   in   order   to  gain,
from the list of jewels alone, an idea of the incredible amount of jewels,
precious articles, etc., that had accumulated in the treasuries of the Caliph
al-Mustansir and his predecessors.
3 Sefer Nameh, p. 55 ;   cf. Maqrizi* i, 337.
*	Maqrizi only speaks of Abu Sa'd in general terras as one who engaged
in commerce (i, 424) or as a " Jewish Merchant" (i, 355).
s Sefer Nameh, loc. cit.

